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I. Introduction 

In a previous paper I considered that "the condition of significance is obligatory for 

intelligence" [1]. Recently, Roger Penrose considers that intelligence requires 

understanding, and understanding requires awareness [2]. Certainly, Penrose is 

writing about human or natural intelligence. Besides, for him, artificial intelligence is 

an intelligent computational activity having still some understanding [3].  

One of the main ideas of Roger Penrose, with which I fully agree, is that the mind has 

also non-computational processes. These play a very important role. Regarding the 

nature of the non-computational processes, in a frame of a structural-

phenomenological (orthophysical) philosophy of science [4], one regards the non-

computational phenomena as phenomenological. Concerning the denomination of 

"non-computational", I named it "non-formal". These two denominations, with respect 

to phenomenological processes, are equivalent. I shall use non-computational as 

equivalent with non-formal.  

In this paper are presented some points of view regarding the notions of understanding 

and intelligence in the light of the above mentioned structural-phenomenological 

philosophy of science [4].  

The notions of understanding and intelligence are considered with the aim of an 

enlarged theory of information rather than in the frame of psychology. For 

psychology, for instance, intelligence is mainly the capacity and ability to adapt to 

environment (of any type, physical or intellectual), by using mental processes and 

mental representations (images, propositions) [5]. This is, perhaps, perfectly 

acceptable with all the details presented by various specialists in psychology. But the 

problem is, as mentioned, to include the notions of understanding and intelligence in a 

framework of a general theory of information [6] which takes into consideration both 

the structural and structural-phenomenological realms of reality [7].  

II. Points of Departure 
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Taking into account the orthophysical (structural-phenomenological) philosophy of 

science, the following points are to be considered :  

1. All what is not living, in the universe, is structural. 

2. All what is living, in the universe, is structural-phenomenological. 

3. The phenomenological processes are not computational processes. They are 

non-formal. 

4. The phenomenological sense is a fundamental phenomenon of nature. 

5. The mental sense is a phenomenological sense. 

6. A mental process is a structural-phenomenological interaction in a living 

object. 

7. Understanding may be of three types : 
o a. structural-phenomenological, which is called meaning. 

o b. structural, which is called significance and is a formal understanding. 

o c. phenomenological, that is a phenomenological understanding, which is a 

phenomenological sense. 

8. Intelligence is mainly an informational processor with memory and some form 

of understanding (significance or meaning). 

Understanding, in its most general form, may be written [8] :  

M = < G , >  (1)  
where,  

G is the significance;  

is the corresponding phenomenological sense. 

The understanding (1) is, in fact, a meaning.  

The significance is [9],  

G = < C , R > (2)  

where,  

C is the context significance;  

R is the reference; 

Both C and R are parts of an informational structure S ,  



C  S ; R  S  (3) 

and then,  

G S (4) 

The phenomenological sense is a physical sensibility of a supposed physical 

substance, informatter [10], which is considered to be a fundamental physical 

ingredient of nature, without interacting through forces (or by exchange of virtual 

structural particles) with the structures of the universe, otherwise using other 

properties. The sensibility of informatter manifests itself a phenomenological 

information, that is as a phenomenological sense.  

A phenomenological sense may be generated in informatter by a specific type of 

physical fluctuation, from itself, or may be induced by an interaction with a structure 

in an organism. These processes are not computational, but physical and informational 

at the same time.  
   

   

III. On awareness 

  

The notion of awareness is not well defined. Could it be?  

To be aware means to be: 1. informed; 2. conscious; 3. alert. "To be informed" applies 

both to structural and structural-phenomenological objects. "To be conscious" may be 

applied to the both above types of objects. A formal consciousness can be presented 

by a structural artificial intelligence. The humans have a mental consciousness. "To be 

alert" applies to humans and perhaps to animals. An advanced robot may be prompt, 

that is to act without delay. Alertness is sooner related to awareness, and in such a 

case awareness is a property of living objects. Awareness is rather a feeling, a sense 

related to human consciousness [11]. In general, a structural object cannot have 

awareness. But awareness is not exactly consciousness. It is a component of human 

consciousness and of human understanding.  

An artificial (formal) consciousness which can be informed and intelligent, but not 

alert, is a non-aware form of consciousness. In fact, this form of consciousness is 

rather a preconscious or a subconscious form.  

For an aware consciousness, which today is a natural consciousness, but in the future 

may be also and an artificial consciousness, it would be better to use, when the 



deepest phenomenological sense of a human being is participating in it, a special 

word, as for instance,  

aware consciousness --------> consceousness. 

Now, we are in a situation to analyze more deeply the notion of awareness.  

Awareness is a physical-informational phenomenon which sustains consciousness. 

Awareness is mainly, but on only, a phenomenological sense. It implies informatter, 

and is partly but mainly a process in informatter. It is non-computational. It is non-

formal. But it is always related to the informational structures of consciousness.  

Awareness contains a phenomenological sense related strongly to some structures of 

aware consciousness.  

In informatter, not coupled with a structure, there are phenomenological senses from 

itself. For instance, we can speculate and imagine that there is a general background 

sense << to exist >> which may be seen as a semantic law [12] that enassures the 

unity of the entire existence. We can speculate further and imagine that this sense, as a 

semantic law of existence, has three components, in order to explain the action of 

existence: << to exist in itself >> , << to exist from itself >> and << to exist into itself 

>> [13].  

In informatter, coupled in a living object with a structure, the degree of coupling may 

be more or less strong, or more or less weak. The coupling of structures by physical 

forces may be stronger or weaker. The coupling of specific structures with informatter 

without implying forces may be stronger in awareness than in the case of the coupling 

of that structure with the deep sense << to exist from itself >>. Perhaps a coupling of a 

structure, like that of a man, with the deep sense << to exist in itself >> is not at all 

possible (we do not take into consideration the mystic experience ), but a weak 

coupling with the deep senses << to exist from itself >> we believe it is possible. I 

have shown that a "philosophical" experiment of aware consciousness 

(consceousness) is possible. This phenomenon may be experienced [14]. The result of 

this experience is, in a way, something deeper than awareness, that I named << 

beingness >>. This is, of course, a phenomenological sense, not easy to be reached, 

but fundamental as a mental process. It is a point of reference for all mental processes 

that constitute the complexity of a mind [15]. The mental sense << beingness>> may 

be or not related to the deep sense << to exist in itself >>, although we believe it is. 

But we think that this sense is real.  

Beingness is not the awareness for understanding and is not knowledge.  



In [4a] I considered awareness (as an English term) to be the same with 

consceousness. I wrote:  

"But awareness (please read aware consciousness or consceousness) experiment showed 

us that beingness is a psychological contact phenomenon. On the one hand it is 

unconscious as a physical phenomenon in itself, on the other hand it becomes conscious 

by the simultaneous triggering of some psychological and surely neuropysiological 

phenomena. Consceousness envelops beingness and psychological aspects as a 

whole..." [16] 

Due to psychological effects, the beingness, which is otherwise unconscious, becomes 

consceous. But,  
"Beingness has a specific role, it is neither thought nor spirit. Beingness is that giving 

man properties above machine and automaton" [17]. 

Beingness with psychological effects is awareness. Therefore, awareness is more 

complex than beingness. Awareness is consceousness with beingness. Awareness is 

structural-phenomenological. Beingness is only phenomenological. Awareness is 

essential for mental understanding.  

There are more to be said about such phenomena [15] because one may  

introduce a secondary, or operational beingness  

<< beingness ' >> 

which is also a phenomenological sense which replaces the fundamental sense  

<< beingness >> 

in the usual activities of the mind. One may say that << beingness ' >> is easier to be 

triggered by the neural structure initially determined by << beingness >>. If awareness 

is a consequence of <<beingness>>, <<beingness ` >> is a consequence of awareness. 

And << beingness ` >> is then replacing << beingness >> in the phenomenon of 

awareness. Beingness is a rare phenomenon, an originator, and is replaced by a more 

usual operational beingness [15]. Therefore, the following scheme may be presented :  

<< to exist in itself >>  << beingness >> in an organism   

 

awareness  the consolidated structures involved in this structural-

phenomenological process of awareness may generate  << beingness ' 

>>  used with the above consolidated structures to create again an awareness.  



There are many forms of awareness, all of them containing a beingness. At its turn, 

awareness is a process that takes part in most of conscious activities of the mind.  
   

   

IV. On understanding, computability and non-computability 

  

From [13a] and [6a] are derived the following propositions and considerations :  

9. Any object (structure, organization [18] ) with understanding and behaviour is 

a psyche [19]. 

   

10. A psyche may be informatic ( computational, formal, with significance) [20], or 

mental ( structural-phenomenological, with meaning, and which is partly non-

computational. 

   

11. A psyche is a semantic informational processor [21] with input(s) and 

output(s). 

   

12. The informatic psyche is a semantic automaton [22]. 

   

13. The psyche may be with an ego or without an ego. 

   

14. Ego (self) is a privileged understanding, or a couple informational processor-

privileged understanding [23]. It may be informatic or mental. 

   

15. The usual semantic automata ( artificial intelligence, expert systems, intelligent 

robots) have an informatic psyche without an ego(self), and have a form of 

consciousness that may be named preconscious [24]. 

   



16. The semantic automaton with an informatic ego(self) has a form of 

consciousness that may be named subconscious [25]. 

   

17. The PSYCHE is, in general, 

  

P = < , M ,  > (5) 

where,  

- is the informational processor ;  

M - is the understanding ;  

- is the ego(self) . 

The informational processor of a psyche is of the form,  

= < input/output , internal >  (6) 

   

18. The mental psyche is [26] , 

   

P = <  , M ,  > (7) 

where,  

= < S ,  ,  ,K ,  , ,  ,  > (8) 

In this expression,  

S - is the structure which has the significance form of understanding;  

- are the phenomenological senses corresponding to the structure S;  

- the disposability for new phenomenological senses (it represents, in 

fact,informatter, as a constituent of ;  

K- is a formal heuristic operator (it produces new structures by heuristics, in 

the frame of some given procedures). 

There are also a few purely phenomenological operators (non-computational 

phenomenological operators) like,  

- which is an "inductor" ( a heuristic phenomenological operator which 

produces new phenomenological senses by a sort of induction, beginning from 

the former phenomenological senses);  



- a phenomenological "generator" which produces new phenomenological 

senses by self-generation in informatter. 

The structural-phenomenological operators  and  have the following meanings :  

- is an "adequator" which reestablishes the correspondence between the 

structure and the phenomenological sense of the psyche;  

- is a regulator of the creative activity of the psyche. 

The ego  is a privileged meaning ,  

= < Me >  (9) 

or even a privileged couple processor-meaning,  

= < e , Me > (10) 

How does awareness participate in understanding? Considering the expression (1) of 

understanding (meaning, for humans), repeated here,  

M = < G , >  (11) 

and taking into account the notion of awareness exposed in the previous paragraph, a 

sample of awareness wk is the couple,  

wk = ( Gk , k )  (12) 

where Gk is the significance and k is the corresponding phenomenological sense. 

Awareness wk is itself a piece of understanding (meanings, as mentioned above).The 

set of all awarenesses,  

w = { w }  (13) 

is, in fact, the general understanding,  

M = { ( Gk , wk ) } = < G ,  > (14) 

Awareness and understanding(meaning) may still be not conscious, or, sooner, may be 

only a form of consciousness, a structural-phenomenological subconsciousness [27].  

Although it is objective, the awareness has also a subjective character or qualia. This 

double subjective-objective quality was denominated as subjectity (which is different 

from subjectivity) [28].  

The philosophical experiment of aware consciousness (consceousness) [16] has three 

moments. The first was described in the previous paragraph : <<beingness>> as a 

phenomenological sense. To this will correspond a neural structure "to be" in the 



brain. This a second moment. Together, << beingness >> and "to be" constitute an 

awareness of this experiment, an awareness of self-existence. The third moment 

fulfills a self-consceousness and is a result of an automatic comparison of 

<<beingness>> and "to be", comparison that produces a neural structure "to know". 

These three components constitutes the primary self-consceousness,  

= <  ,  ,  >  (15) 

where,  

- is the phenomenological sense <<beingness>> ;  

- is the neural structure "to be" ;  

- is the neural structure "to know". 

Without the phenomenological sense, theoretically, <  ,  > is a form of structural 

consciousness, a formal non-aware consciousness. But there is more. The neural 

structure, as was shown in the previous paragraph, may produce a secondary 

phenomenological sense <<beingness'>> ( ') which is more operational. And "to 

know" naturally will produce a phenomenological sense << to know>> (  ). Then, 

self-consciousness may also have the following organizations :  

' = < ' ,  ,  > (16) 

   

'' = < ' ,  ,  ,  > (17) 

All these are possible modes of functioning of self-consciousness. These are also 

forms of awareness. Indeed, self-consciousness is a form of awareness, but awareness 

is not (only) consciousness. Awareness is more general. 

All these modes of manifestations of self-consciousness are essentially non-

computational phenomena. Self-consciousness is almost a non-computational process.  
   

   

V. Intelligence, significance and meaning 

  

Intelligence, shortly defined, is an informational processor with understanding, and 

mainly and always with significance, that produces new information to adapt the 

object in which it is a part to the environment.  

For intelligence the most important aspect is understanding, and specifically, 

significance. Awareness is participating in intelligence only in the case of structural-

phenomenological processors, that is in the case of mental processors.  



Not all the structural-phenomenological processors are intelligent. Only those which 

have significance, i.e. enough informational structures to accommodate significance.  

A living molecule may have structural-phenomenological processes, but not 

intelligence because it has not sufficient and convenient structures to process 

(compute) information. Intelligence is not possible without computation, and 

intelligence is not possible without signification. A living molecule may still have a 

form of consciousness, but this is another problem.  

A biological cell may have some intelligence if one considers after Hameroff [29] 

[30] that the microfibers of tubuline in a cell constitute an intracellular nervous 

system, or a computing system.  

Structural intelligence, like artificial non-alive intelligence ( AI ) is an informational 

processor with significance.  

The general expression (6) of an informational processor is also applicable to an 

intelligent informational processor, therefore intelligence  may be written,  

= < input/output , intern > (18)  

In this expression, both input/output and intern may be intelligent. For simplicity we 

shall consider that only intern is intelligent.  

A structural intelligent informational processor is a semantic automaton [31]. If the 

information of a syntactic automaton is N = < S > where S is the structural 

information. The information of a semantic automaton may be written,  

N = < S , G >  (19) 

where G is the significance ( G  S). N comprises both memory and programs of 

algorithmic processing (computing). The structural intelligence may be written as,  

= < input/output , S ,G ,  > (20) 

where  is the time or the clock of the computing processor.  

Because [32],  

input/output = < ,  >  (21) 

where,  



- is an input word or text,  

- is the output word or text, 

(20) becomes,  

= <  ,  , S ,G ,  > (22) 

If  

 
*
 and  

*
 (23) 

where 
*
 and 

*
 are all the words and texts on the input and output alphabets  

and  , then the semantic automaton produces at least the function (for more 

structural details and functions see [31] ),  

D : 
* *

 (24) 

If  is a word or text with significance and  is also a word or text with significance, 

then the function D is an intelligent function. Of course, in order to produce an 

intelligent answer, to solve a problem, for instance, the expression (22) of the 

structural intelligence must be detailed to comprise changes of the internal memory, 

the resolutive system and others [31].What is important is that the semantic automaton 

admits an input language with significance A  
*
 ,and an output language with 

significance B  
*
 ,and the languages A and B with significance are intelligent 

languages. Sometimes, A = B ,as may be the case for a formal restriction of the 

natural language. The natural language is structural-phenomenological, it is a mental 

processor, and it is intelligent.  

An intelligent structural (formal) language can be recognized by a semantic 

automaton. A semantic automaton (intelligent automaton) manipulates intelligent 

languages, that is languages with signification.  

A formal language is a set, therefore an intelligent structural language is an intelligent 

set.  

A structural-phenomenological informational processor, as we have seen, must have 

significance in order to be intelligent. In such a case its intelligence may be written,  

h = <  ,  ,  ,  , ... >  (25) 

where is the structural part of the intelligence, as above, and  are the 

phenomenological senses,  is the "inductor" operator, and  is the "adequator" 

operator. The functioning of this intelligence depends mainly and mostly on  , but 



still and  may intervene in some important ways in the process of intelligence h 

which is partly non-computational.  

It may be shown that mental(structural-phenomenological) intelligence has to deal 

also with the continuum, having also an intelligence of the continuum. This is possible 

only by using phenomenological senses [33] together with the rest of the "machinery" 

of intelligence.  
   

VI. Final Remarks 

  

Related to the notion of intelligence are those of intellect and reason. To the author of 

this paper, the difference between structural and structural-phenomenological objects 

(informational processors) seems to be relevant for a better description of these 

notions.  

In which frame to put, for instance, intuition and creativity? In the frame of 

intelligence? Of course, not. In the frame of reason? May be, because reason has a 

connection with intelligence, being at the same time larger than intelligence.  

Intuition may be a part of creativity, or a form of creativity. Reason may be then 

creativity + intelligence (or a part of intelligence).  

Perception is related to sensation, but also to intelligence. Is perception a part of 

intelligence ? Partly it seems that it is.  

I would like to mention that a strong structural-phenomenological tendency to explain 

mind and consciousness is also manifested in a recent work of David Chalmers [34] 

[35]. Will a structural-phenomenological theory be a way for a future science of mind 

and consciousness, and perhaps for the entire science? I am not quite sure, although I 

do not see, for the time being, other promising solution than a structural-

phenomenological one.  
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